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Problem framing is pivotal to fostering knowledge and innovation, especially in the modern environment where problems are often ill defined. However, the managerial literature has thus far mainly addressed problem framing from an outcome perspective, overlooking the processes that lead to the outcomes. A common view is that the complexity, ambiguity and uncertainty of ill-defined problems call for a creative process. Therefore, through ethnographically observing six design thinking workshops, this study adopts a qualitative approach to explore the problem framing creative process. Specifically, we unpack three thinking modalities involved in the creative process (i.e. creative logics) of problem framing: analogical reasoning, associative thinking and abductive reasoning. We suggest that individuals enact these through seven creative operations. In addition, we link these creative operations to two types of problem framing outcomes: referenced frames and crafted frames. From a practitioner perspective, this study casts new light on the importance of problem framing for creativity and innovation, highlighting the ways in which individuals operationalize the creative logics to frame ill-defined problems as original problems worth solving.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

In the wake of the 2015 Fashion Week in Milan, Gucci, known for its clean-cut lines and elegant simplicity, wowed the entire fashion industry by introducing a concept not only new to the maison but also the world: gender-neutrality. This took place as Gucci transitioned from the decade-long creative direction of Frida Giannini to Alessandro Michele, her former assistant. Having worked for Gucci for 12 years, people in the industry expected Alessandro Michele to follow his predecessor’s lead. Instead, to everyone’s surprise, he put Giannini’s legacy aside in just 5 days and re-thought many unquestioned pillars of fashion (Koblin, 2015). Fast forward to today, Alessandro Michele is now one of the most iconic creative directors and author of many innovations in the fashion industry. Behind his success is the ability to think creatively while interpreting the messy, complex and ill-defined environment, ‘he is an eccentric who thrives from clutter’ (Wintour, 2016, 00:02:57). The Alessandro Michele example draws attention to the interrelation of two concepts. The first is problem framing, that is, interpreting and schematizing the environment into problem frames (Beckman, 2020; Cornelissen & Werner, 2014). The second is the creative process in the sense of Rhodes (1961), namely, the way individuals process and think of information creatively, hence creative thinking (Runco & Chand, 1995). Continuing with the gender-neutrality example, Michele approached the male versus female
concept using creative thinking, and in rethinking the concepts, a new problem emerged: Is it necessary to distinguish genders?

The link between problem framing and the creative process should come as no surprise, long hinted at by scholars in several communities. Recalling Einstein and Infeld (1938), ‘The formulation of a problem is often more essential than its solution [...] To raise new questions, new possibilities, to regard old problems from a new angle, requires imagination’ (p. 83). Yet, how the creative process unfolds in framing ill-defined problems remains an open question. Indeed, untangling the interrelation between problem framing and the creative process in its lower-level aspects can inform scholars on how problem framing can be achieved, advancing the role of creativity in problem framing and consequently innovation.

Problem framing entails building mental representations that simplify the problem (Gavetti et al., 2005, 2012; Thagard, 1996); thus, a clear mental representation of the problem goal, the assumptions and the paths towards a solution prior to the solving effort (Holyoak et al., 1984). Indeed, a better problem frame should lead to a better solution (Harvey & Kou, 2013; Reiter-Palmon & Murugavel, 2018).

However, Cornelissen and Werner’s (2014) literature review shows that problem framing has mainly been investigated from the outcome perspective. While finding consensus on two types of outcomes—referenced frames (RF) and crafted frames (CF) (Cornelissen & Werner, 2014)—less is known in terms of how these come about. For this reason, Posen et al. (2018) invited scholars to investigate the way problems are formed and the processes leading to these outcomes. Given that innovation is increasingly tasked with ill-defined problems (Abdulla et al., 2020), their complexity, uncertainty and ambiguity are implied (Dunne & Dougherty, 2016; Mumford et al., 1994). Under these conditions, the creative process is not only paramount (Harvey & Kou, 2013; Reiter-Palmon et al., 1997), but allows moving confidently across different levels of abstraction (Berg, 2019; Mueller et al., 2014).

Some scholars suggest that the creative process—intended as creative thought (Rhodes, 1961; Runco, 2004)—involves the cooperation among spontaneous and evaluative processes (e.g. Beaty et al., 2015). Others define it as the combination of unconscious and conscious processes that follow similar logics, with a difference in conscious awareness (e.g. Gilhooly, 2016). Past studies on problem framing stress that it results from the active processing of information, knowledge and cues (Baer et al., 2013; Mumford et al., 1994). Following this view, our study focuses on these conscious processes of creative thought. In this sense, the creative process involves processing modalities—that is, creative logics (Gilhooly, 2016; Runco, 2014)—defined as ways to creatively manipulate and process information, cues, and knowledge (Runco, 2014). Some theoretical accounts suggest the creative logics that may be applied to problem framing (e.g. Mumford et al., 1994; Runco & Chand, 1995), namely, analogical reasoning (e.g. Cornelissen & Werner, 2014; Holyoak & Thagard, 1995), associative thinking (e.g. Allen & Thomas, 2011) and abductive reasoning (Garbuio & Lin, 2021), but without empirically investigating the way creative logics are enacted by individuals in the problem framing creative process.

Therefore, using an abductive, qualitative analysis that iteratively moves from data to theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1998), we investigate the creative processes behind problem framing to explore our research question: How do individuals enact creative logics in problem framing? We collected our primary data through ethnographically observing six design thinking workshops and the natural conversations among 72 workshop participants. We open-coded the data (Straus & Corbin, 1998) describing how individuals enact creative logics in problem framing to identify seven creative operations enacted in the problem framing creative process.

Our study’s contributions are twofold. First, we respond to Posen et al.’s (2018) call for a better understanding of how innovation problems are framed. Specifically, unlike Cornelissen and Werner (2014), we investigate the process of problem framing and not its outcome and the creative operations leading to the outcome. As our second contribution, we present an empirical understanding of the creative logics and lower-level operations in action to gain a theoretical understanding (e.g. Beckman, 2020; Garbuio & Lin, 2021; Gilhooly, 2016). In particular, the seven creative operations we identify provide insights on how individuals enact the creative logics in the problem framing process, and specifically the lower-level operations of three creative logics: associative thinking (Mednick, 1962; Simonton, 2013), analogical reasoning (Holyoak & Thagard, 1995; Islam et al., 2016) and abductive reasoning (Golden-Biddle, 2021; Pribram, 1999—citing Peirce, 1934).

From a managerial standpoint, our study contributes to understanding problem framing and how different creative logics and their underpinning operations can be enacted. Our study also informs managers on individual activities to encourage when facing ill-defined problems, thus raising their metacognition or awareness of their thought processes.

2 | THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

When organizations recognize that performance is below aspiration, they look to innovation to discover solutions that reduce the misalignment between the aspired and actual level of performance (Posen et al., 2018). This misalignment between expectation and reality constitutes the problem (Getzels, 1975) presented to individuals. Before solving the problem, a necessary preparatory step (Amabile & Pratt, 2016) is problem framing (Abdulla & Cromand, 2018; Mumford et al., 1994). Solutions should result from a deeper understanding of the problem (Reiter-Palmon & Robinson, 2009). In fact, working on the problem space is pivotal to setting the creative endeavour (Abdulla et al., 2020; Unsworth, 2001), as the firm’s decision to innovate is likely a by-product of individuals’ problem framing (Gavetti & Levinthal, 2000). As Posen et al. (2018) report in their problemistic search theory literature review, avoiding the misalignment between problems and their solutions requires a deeper understanding of how problems are framed.
2.1 | The nature of problems and their framing

Prior to investigating how problems are creatively framed, it is important to recall that not all problems have the same nature. Indeed, problems differ depending on their a priori structure (Mumford et al., 1994), thus how well the problem is formulated before the individual frames it (Abdulla et al., 2020). Problems can be well defined or ill-defined (Lyles & Thomas, 1988), open or closed (Unsworth, 2001). According to the problem structure, the individual’s approach will change (Landry, 1995): In the case of closed and well-defined problems, the individual is presented with a clear problem to which the solving method and solution are not known to him/her, but are known to others (Getzels, 1975, 1982). Conversely, open and ill-defined problems are subject to inquiry. They require the individual to find or even create the problem (Getzels, 1982; Unsworth, 2001) before being able to solve it. They do not specify any goal or cause and effect that may help with problem solving (Abdulla et al., 2020; Getzels, 1975). Scholars describe real-life problems as ill-defined (e.g. Mumford et al., 1994). As innovation problems today are contextualized in a VUCA (volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous) environment (Bennett & Lemoine, 2014; Troise et al., 2022), implying noisy, broadly dispersed and ambiguous information (Dunne & Dougherty, 2016), they are arguably even more ill-defined.

Problem framing means forming mental representations that simplify the problem (Cyert & March, 1963). Through problem framing, individuals frame their interpretation of the problem’s goal, the assumptions and the paths towards a solution in a clearer mental representation (Holyoak et al., 1984; Mumford et al., 1994). Studies on problem framing have their roots in the Carnegie line of research (Cyert & March, 1963; March & Simon, 1993), mostly adopting an outcome perspective (Cornelissen & Werner, 2014). Indeed, problem framing is mainly described in terms of two types of outcomes: RF and CF. The first type (RF) implies the use of already established problem representations derived from experience or theoretical knowledge (Dunbar et al., 1996; Gavetti & Levinthal, 2000). In this case, the noisy information is framed within pre-existing problem representations (Benner & Tripsas, 2012) that are familiar to the individual (Kajzer & Walinga, 2017). These problem representations are deeply rooted in pre-existing or available knowledge (Gavetti & Levinthal, 2000). RF describes the almost automatic application of expectancies (Dijksterhuis & Nordgren, 2006; Reiter-Palmon & Illies, 2004) whereby in the noise of the information, the individual recognizes and applies an available problem representation.

The second type of problem framing outcome (CF) implies a change in the established problem representations by constructing new or transforming existing representation (Cornelissen & Werner, 2014; Silk et al., 2021). CF stresses the manipulation and generation of new representations to accommodate the new and ill-defined information (Vandenbosh & Higgins, 1996).

Since the nature of today’s ill-defined problems implies high levels of ambiguity and uncertainty, studies suggest that framing ill-defined problems in innovation requires a creative process (Harvey & Kou, 2013; Mumford et al., 1994), albeit providing limited insights on how this process unfolds.

2.2 | The creative logics in problem framing

To clarify the creative processes behind problem frames, we look to the ‘process’ definition of creativity (Hennessey & Amabile, 2010; Runco, 2004). In particular, creativity defines the thought processes that lead individuals towards original and adaptive ideas, solutions or insights (Runco, 2014), hence creative thinking (Rhodes, 1961). The creative process underlying the elaboration and active processing of information, knowledge and cues linked to ill-defined problems (Mumford et al., 1994) involves processing modalities—that is, creative logics (Gilhooly, 2016; Runco, 2014; Runco & Chand, 1995). Creative logics are thinking modalities that individuals adopt to go beyond the information provided and manipulate knowledge (Aggarwal & Woolley, 2019; Runco, 2014). The creative thinking literature has suggested three main creative logics associated with the manipulation of information or knowledge (Abdulla et al., 2020; Runco, 2014; Runco & Chand, 1995): analogical reasoning (Holyoak et al., 1984), associative thinking (Mednick, 1962) and abductive reasoning (Peirce, 1934).

2.2.1 | Analogical reasoning

Among these creative logics, analogical reasoning has a more explicit link with problem framing according to the literature (Cornelissen & Werner, 2014; Gavetti, 2005). Analogical reasoning is potentially linked to a change in problem framing, as it provides new inferences and insights. It is a creative logic that supports knowledge and information processing (Moreno et al., 2014) coherent with the figure of speech analogy that describes the comparison and correlation between two dissimilar things that share a connection at a deeper or more abstract level. Hence, analogical reasoning can be defined as a way of thinking in which the individual finds parallelisms among different knowledge and information (Holyoak & Thagard, 1995). In particular, analogical reasoning unfolds as the knowledge from one input—the source—is transposed and applied to another—the target (Cornelissen, 2006; Goucher-Lambert et al., 2019). This is enabled by identifying a connection or relationship between the source and the target (Chan et al., 2015; Holyoak & Thagard, 1995; Tseng et al., 2008). The processing of available knowledge and information through analogical reasoning entails mapping and seeding the analogical relations between the information and available knowledge and then retrieving useful concepts that applied well to the source can help in understanding the target (Goucher-Lambert & Cagan, 2019).

2.2.2 | Associative thinking

Conceptual reviews of creative thinking in psychology have linked associative thinking with creative thinking (Runco, 2004, 2014;
Runco & Chand, 1995). Associative thinking was first introduced by Mednick (1962) to explain the generation of novel and useful ideas as dependent on the ability to ‘bring otherwise mutually remote ideas into contiguity’ (p. 222). It describes the conscious or unconscious exposition, search and recombination of knowledge and information (Simonton, 1999, 2013). Differently from the creative logic that searches for useful concepts of a source and their purposeful application to a target (Goucher-Lambert & Cagan, 2019), associative thinking does not necessarily entail parallelism between the information and knowledge put into contiguity (Runco, 2014). In fact, associative thinking consists of creating and finding links among distant information and knowledge that are not at all linked (Runco, 2014). Associative thinking allows individuals to retrieve distant knowledge and information (Ward & Kolomyts, 2010) through engaging in associations of elements through serendipity, similarity and mediation (Mednick, 1962). Indeed, serendipity allows individuals to generate novel and meaningful variants of solutions by actively searching for accidental contiguities of distant elements (Mednick, 1962). In this logic, individuals search for inputs as they randomly converge memories, everyday observations, emotions, past experiences and existing knowledge (Campbell, 1960). Then, through a Darwinian process, just a few inputs emerge (Simonton, 1999). Similarity instead describes the connection of inputs that appear remote but share similarities (Mednick, 1962), for example, two products sharing the same underlying function as they cover the same need. Finally, mediation describes the search of inputs using a mediatory concept that links two very remote elements (Mednick, 1962). Associative thinking is highly recognized in the creative psychology community and is the basis of the well-known remote associates test (RAT) used to determine a human’s creative potential (Wu et al., 2020). Nonetheless, this creative logic has not yet been investigated in the managerial domain.

2.2.3 | Abductive reasoning

Officially introduced by Peirce (1934), abductive reasoning describes a logic that responds to unexpected cues that instil doubt and surprise, as they shake one’s beliefs (Golden-Biddle, 2021). It is at the root of any creative inspiration that aims to create new knowledge through the formation of explanatory hypotheses that propose speculative but plausible explanations with the aim of reconciling the differences between different knowledge and information (Folger & Stein, 2017). Indeed, abductive reasoning is a creative logic in which individuals find speculative leaps (Dew, 2007). As Thagard and Shelley (1997) state, individuals form and evaluate hypotheses to make sense of puzzling facts (Golden-Biddle, 2021). In particular, this logic requires imagining ‘what might be’ (Dong et al., 2016; Kolko, 2015). In this sense, abductive reasoning describes the motivated and continuous effort to understand connections between different information and knowledge inputs to anticipate their trajectories and act effectively. Hence, it is the appropriate creative logic for making sense of new or unknown combinations to deal with uncertainty (Richardson & Kramer, 2006). In their study, Dunne and Dougherty (2016) argue that the abductive reasoning literature is mostly conceptual, calling for more empirical work on this type of reasoning and how people use it.

This brief literature review shows that despite the importance of creative logics, little empirical research has investigated these logics ‘in action’, and even less so in problem framing. Although some scholars address the potential link between analogical reasoning and CF (Cornelissen, 2006; Gavetti et al., 2005), the creative thinking literature suggests two other creative logics with transformational power (Mumford et al., 1994), namely, associative thinking (Mednick, 1962) and abductive reasoning (Peirce, cited by Pribram, 1999). Nevertheless, scholars have mainly investigated these two creative logics in relation to the generation of solutions rather than framing the problem. Hence, there is a need to understand how individuals apply these logics to process and manipulate information into different problem representations. As such, we aim to open the black box of problem framing by understanding the way individuals use creative logics in framing ill-defined problems.

3 | METHODS

The objective of this study is to empirically understand the creative logics in problem framing through the contextualized ethnographic observation of individuals engaging in a problem framing exercise (Van Maanen, 2011). Inspired by Giudici et al. (2018), the setting of our ethnographic observation is a major annual initiative of multiple events organized by the Italian Design Thinking community. Specifically, we collected the data at three main events hosting six innovation workshops focused on the problem framing topic. We conducted an abductive, qualitative analysis to explore how individuals use these forms of reasoning in problem framing. In line with Dunne and Dougherty’s (2016) study on how groups use abductive reasoning in drug discovery, and coherently with Strauss (1987), our analysis iteratively moved from data to theory, and vice versa.

3.1 | Research setting

Design thinking is a problem-solving method that leverages creative thinking to foster innovation (Dell’Era et al., 2020). One of the core themes of design thinking is problem framing (Carlgren, Rauth, & Elmquist, 2016; Magistretti, Bianchi, et al., 2021; Micheli et al., 2019). In their study, Carlgren, Elmquist, and Rauth (2016) demonstrate that design thinkers work on the problem, iteratively reformulating the initial problem before moving on to their solving efforts. The reason behind the tendency to creatively work on problem framing (Christiaans, 2002; Micheli et al., 2019) lies in the nature of design thinking challenges. Design thinking entails working with ambiguity (Stiglani & Ravasi, 2012), as it is normally associated with ‘wicked problems’ (Buchanan, 1992; Rittel & Webber, 1973). We consider wicked problems as synonymous with ill-defined problems (Dillon, 1982), since they have neither a definitive formulation nor a right solution (Dorst, 2011). Moreover, Bleda et al. (2021) point out...
that design thinking innovation encompasses a set of mental structures and strategies to deal with creative problem framing and solving.

With this in mind, we searched for a setting that would allow us to identify our research sample, hence selecting the annual initiative organized by the Italian Design Thinking community. Each year, it organizes events that gather design thinkers from different settings. The community is composed of design thinkers from design agencies, national design or innovation units of international consultancies and design or innovation units of firms operating in different sectors (e.g. financial services, telco, utilities, pharma, etc.). We selected three events that we attended as silent participants. These events followed a specific format wherein two companies (design agency and consultancy) organize and design the workshops. During the workshops, we were able to observe six sessions. Each workshop asked participants to define a direction for an open challenge or present a specific innovation challenge in line with the event topic. Two focused on changes in the retail industry (packaging-free retail), two on public mobility (car sharing or public transport), and two on the evolution of the work environment during COVID-19. The individuals participating in the workshop were very heterogeneous both in terms of background and experience in the field. Their expertise spanned from design to development to business, and their experience varied from junior to c-level positions. This allowed reducing potential bias deriving from a unique perspective of the problem framing process.

### 3.2 Data collection

We collected the data by ethnographically observing 72 individuals participating in the six innovation workshops (Table 1), allowing us to systematically observe the way the creative logics were enacted without discerning the situational conditions (LeCompte & Schensul, 2010; Locke, 2011; Woodman & Schoenfeldt, 1990). Due to COVID-19 restrictions, the workshops were held online. Along with four supporting ethnographers, we attended the workshops as silent observers and recorded each session lasting around 3 h. During each session, we took field notes of any behaviours, actions or words that could explain the use of creative logics with the help of two templates (Figure 1) to gather (i) contextual information and (ii) the actions of individuals and inputs they received, hence observing their creative logics throughout the creative workshop tasks.

Participants were guided by a facilitator through the individual and group activities. During group activities, participants initially took turns to share their individual activity output. In this sharing session, participants explained not only their idea but also how they had arrived at it. A group discussion followed each sharing moment. During the discussion, participants worked together to complete the activity while reasoning with others. Coherent with the think-aloud studies of Gestalt psychologist Duncker (1945), we considered individual sharing as a retrospective verbalization of the thought process. Similarly, we considered the conversational moments as ‘an authentic verbal output of real-time thinking’ (Goldschmidt, 2014, p. 29). The recording of both the retrospective and real-time verbalization of thoughts served as our primary data source supported by the written outputs of the activities (i.e. compiled templates and post-it notes).

A secondary data source consisted of archival documentation from the facilitating companies, namely, the workshop brief, the context of the workshop challenge and the process followed during the workshop. Another secondary data source comprised background

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
<th>Data collection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data type</strong></td>
<td><strong>Data collected</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary</strong></td>
<td>6 ethnographic observations of 6 workshops, each composed of the completed templates and the transcripts of conversations for a total 47 pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video recordings of around 3 h (1.5–2 h of effective conversations) for each workshop for a total of over 10 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Secondary</strong></td>
<td>Information on the experience and expertise of the 72 participants through online research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facilitators’ material to guide participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Material artefacts</strong></td>
<td>6 Miro boards with the output of each team analysed consisting of the templates used and compiled by participants, post-it notes and images, for a total 42 pdf pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Software to map the creative innovation process, pdfs to follow the overall process and integrate the recordings with concrete outputs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
information on the participants and the material they produced. These secondary sources aimed at contextualizing the individuals and understanding their role, expertise and experiences.

3.3 | Data analysis

In the data analysis, we followed an iterative process combining protocol analysis practices (Ericsson & Simon, 1980) using Strauss and Corbin’s (1998) cyclical movement from data to theory, and vice versa. The combination of the two methodologies helped us articulate preliminary hypotheses on the themes resulting from the combination of deductive and interpretative thematic analysis (Clarke et al., 2015), allowing us to code the data as shown in Figures 2 and 3. We next outline the process in four steps.

3.3.1 | Step 1: Defining the preliminary hypotheses and rules

First, we transcribed all the recorded the participants’ conversations and then combined them with the field notes collected during the workshops and the material used and produced. Our objective was to understand how they used the creative logics in problem framing. For this reason, we took a positivist stance by defining high-level and preliminary hypotheses to investigate the empirical data (Gephart, 2004). We first hypothesized that creative logics are somehow involved in problem framing. As the right template in Figure 1 shows, our hypotheses on the specific creative logics changed over time. Indeed, we iteratively reframed and refined them in a cyclical movement from data to theory and from theory to data. As we defined our hypotheses on the creative logics mostly connected with problem framing, we used their theoretical definitions as ‘rules’ for the association of our findings and hypotheses (Gephart, 2004). This helped us track the creative actions and behaviours related to the creative logics in each workshop.

3.3.2 | Step 2: Coding through making thoughts explicit

At the end of each workshop, all researchers shared their initial thoughts and observations. Then, we either read or re-watched the recorded workshop sessions to familiarize ourselves with the workshop flow. After reading and triangulating the data (Strauss & Corbin, 1998), the lead author open-coded the statements describing the creative activities enacted by individuals. Given the nature of the data resulting from the think-aloud method (Goldschmidt, 2014), we constructed the codes by reverse engineering the statements to allow making the underlying thought process explicit. This was enabled by triangulating all the available data (Figure 2). The coding was performed through six iterations and cross-checked with the other authors, an iterative process that culminated in the elimination of redundancies and the convergence of codes into first-order categories (Figure 3).

With the aim of clarifying our coding criteria, we present Michele’s statement:

For example, looking at a culture that I know, such as the Asian, Japanese put hygiene above the problem of sustainability. In this moment, the pyramid of needs has changed a little: the hygiene problem seems to be above the sustainability one.

We coded this statement ‘affinity with a culture or service’. Michele was working on future retail challenges. This workshop was organized during lockdown (when COVID-19 had just hit Italy), and the challenge asked participants to provide a future direction for a packaging-free store. As the group discussed the conflict between sustainability and health, Michele presented the Japanese culture as an inspiration to support the importance of working on the health problem. Therefore, he first found a parallel between the sustainability versus health debate and the Japanese culture using the latter to contribute to the debate (further examples are available in the Appendix).
3.3.3 | Step 3: Tracing the creative logics of individuals

In the third step, we shifted from describing and reconstructing the creative activities to formulating meaningful interpretations to foster knowledge of the creative logics. We assembled the codes into more abstract themes by constantly comparing the codes and searching for patterns in the activities. Specifically, we constructed the themes following an interpretative and partially deductive thematic analysis (Clarke et al., 2015). In so doing, we identified seven themes that represented the creative operations performed by individuals to enact the creative logics in problem framing (Figure 3). Some examples are ‘simulating the occurrence of a problem’, ‘creating a possible scenario’ and ‘envisioning a possible future’. These are all similar, as they describe how individuals create something different from the present ‘here and now’ from their imaginative construction. In turn, the
imaginative construction can be linked with the imaginative nature of abductive reasoning building a whole to explain surprising cues (Dunne & Dougherty, 2016).

3.3.4 | Step 4: Finding problem representations of creative operations

The identification of the creative operations underlying the enactment of the creative logics was followed by a final step inspired by Stigliani and Ravasi (2012) who ‘associated material practices to sub-cognitive processes’. Similarly, we associated the creative operations with the respective mental representations produced (Figure 4), which we carefully analysed and labelled according to the interpretative thematic analysis (Clarke et al., 2015). The labels describe the mental representation that individuals used. We labelled the resulting mental representations with expressions alluding to the result of an action performed on the object ‘representation’ (e.g. ‘projection of cognitive representations’, ‘assessment of pre-defined representations’).

As in the creative logics case, our analysis showed that we could categorize the mental representations produced in the two theoretical constructs into Cornelissen and Werner’s (2014) RF and CF. Hence, we were able to characterize the application of each creative logic—creative operation—with the two forms of problem framing outcomes produced (Figure 4).

4 | FINDINGS

The observation of participants and their creative thought processes over the six workshops allowed identifying seven creative operations they performed to apply the creative logics of analogical reasoning, associative thinking and abductive reasoning in the problem framing process. In particular, we found that participants applied analogical reasoning through the assumption-driven perception and metaphor activation creative operations, performing both to search for available mental representations that could be applied to interpret the ill-defined problem. Instead, when participants applied associative
thinking, they made recourse to the serendipitous detection, nuance-driven differentiation and gestalt recombination creative operations, the first two to retrieve the available mental representations and the last to create a new mental representation by combining multiple elements. Finally, when participants applied the creative logic of abductive reasoning, they performed the critical investigation creative operation to assess the available representations that could frame the ill-defined problem and imaginative construction to build new mental representations. We next present the creative operations and how the participants applied the creative logics (additional data available in the Appendix).

### 4.1 Assumption-driven perception as the application of analogical reasoning

The first creative operation refers to the assumption-driven perception. In the workshops, participants who adopted this creative operation used their knowledge system as a source to formulate assumptions. Indeed, they searched for analogical parallelisms between the target information and what they knew from past experience, general knowledge or their beliefs. In the case of assumption-driven perception, individuals selectively perceive only the information that confirms their initial assumption. Specifically, they assume that a mental representation compliant with conventional wisdom can be applied to the problem: individuals read into the information what they assume to be ‘generally’ true. For example:

So, by reading its description, Negozio alla Spina takes pride in being a packaging-free store. Certainly, I assume the customers that usually go there are also sensitive to the theme of sustainability. So, we should rethink distribution during COVID in a way that is sustainable, for instance, no underpaid riders. (Gabriele)

In his case, Gabriele interpreted the problem of Negozio alla Spina within the reference frame of sustainability. He transferred user needs for sustainable consumption to Negozio alla Spina, automatically perceiving ‘packaging-free’ as synonymous with sustainability. Hence, he assumed that the store’s customers were sensitive to sustainability. Of course, this may not be true, as they might also have different motivations (e.g. other participants highlighted the possibility of choosing the store for its higher quality rather than its sustainability).
Similarly, the assumptions also drew on personal life experiences. Indeed, some participants recalled mental representations from past experiences, finding parallels with the information provided in the brief. They assumed the existence of an analogy between their experience and the experience implied in the ill-defined problem. This is the case of Luciano who applied his personal experience as a resident of Milan to frame the ill-defined problem of shared mobility:

> Well, especially in Milan—but I assume also in other cities—people use car sharing according to where they live. I think this is a big point: the map range and availability... we need more of it! Of course, I'm just assuming things, we should also see what the data says. (Luciano)

Alternatively, assumptions were also generated from personal beliefs, as some participants projected their own beliefs onto the information described in the brief, ultimately helping them find an available mental representation for the problem. Maria's example shows the projection of consolidated personal beliefs. While discussing public transport services in Milan, she projected her consolidated belief about the effects of the pandemic (change in where and how people will live), thus implicitly applying it to the public transport problem:

> The pandemic pushed people to rethink and change the way they live. I think that people don't want to live in the center anymore. (Maria)

In terms of the produced problem representations, a common thread is the top-down application of mental representations stemming from cognition, namely, actively retrieving conventional wisdom, past experiences or beliefs (see Appendix, Table A1).

### 4.2 Metaphor activation as the application of analogical reasoning

Over the six workshops, participants used metaphors—that is, a rhetorical figure of speech that correlates two elements—to draw problem representations from inspiring cases. By mapping the parallels between their target problem and an inspiring source, they applied the source's problem representations to interpret and understand the target's ill-defined problem. In adopting metaphor activation, participants identified parallels between the information in their brief and the features of another product, service or culture. In so doing, they retrieved the problem representations of the parallel product, service or culture and applied them to the brief in a plug-and-play manner. In the case of Chiara, she found a parallel between food delivery (ill-defined target problem) and Amazon (source of inspiration). She framed the food delivery problem with the mental representation of Amazon that had already identified and solved a parallel problem—that is, how to deliver items when people are not at home:

> For example, we should think about where to leave the food for delivery. Maybe some secure storage points, with a dedicated space for customers. Like Amazon lockers: this is interesting if we refer to the theme of the conversion of empty spaces. (Chiara)

Participants who performed metaphor activation framed the ill-defined problem by finding affinity with a different culture or service, thus transferring what they knew about that culture or service to interpret the information in the brief. For example:

> I believe there are different degrees of being packaging free. For instance, every supermarket in Germany has returnable packaging. Items are not really packaging free, if you think about it. But they are cutting down the impact of packaging! You return the packaging to the shop and they give you money in return. You know, Italy used to have the same system. So the question here is: why does it work in Germany and not in Italy? (Francesca)

In these cases, the common thread among the mental representations of metaphor activation is the top-down application of analogous representations from parallel case studies or cultures (see Appendix, Table A1).

### 4.3 Serendipitous detection as the application of associative thinking

Through serendipity, some workshop participants found unforeseen associations within the noise of the ill-defined problem. Indeed, serendipitous detection describes the operation an individual performs when making unexpected associations with the problem, thus recalling another possible interpretation of the information. It can activate from variations in the mind and manifests as a sudden association with an unrelated memory, hence recalling an applicable mental representation retrieved from deeper memories. In so doing, individuals find associations between the information and their knowledge. An example is Marzia, who found a seemingly unrelated association between safety (in terms of health) and personal security:

> I know that we are talking about health safety, but I was thinking 'what about personal security?': I am a woman and I live alone in Bologna. A car sharing system gives you security: not having to take public transport with sketchy people would make me feel safer. (Marzia)

Although the team discussed a different form of self-protection (health safety), Marzia introduced an associated mental representation. She seemed to be able to see only her own need (i.e. personal security because it is scary to be alone on public transport when you are a woman).
Moreover, serendipitous detection manifested when the conversation topic unexpectedly resurfaced an old mental representation that could be applied to framing the problem. This occurred when the participant linked the group conversation to something unrelated to the topic under discussion. In this case, the association allowed recalling the memory of another available mental representation (see Appendix, Table A2).

4.4  |  Nuance-driven differentiation as the application of associative thinking

*Nuance-driven differentiation* describes when individuals identify the hidden dissimilarities or nuances within the analysed information. In a top-down manner, they look for a set of dissimilar interpretations informed by a person's deep knowledge of the topic (see Appendix, Table A2). Instead of using associative thinking to find similarities, individuals who adopt this creative operation use associative thinking to detect dissimilarities. The identification of differences instead of similarities can be achieved by pivoting to an adjacent problem, entailing a deep understanding of the core characteristics of a problem to find variants thereof.

Denis provides an example of framing the problem of the intrusiveness of artificial intelligence, but not in terms of finding a way to prohibit it. He applied an adjacent mental representation that he believed was more fitting—that is, finding ways to educate it.

> Ok, AI has gone bad. It listens to our conversations, even when not explicitly requested, and more. However, instead of thinking of ways to prohibit something (AI) that already exists today and is not going in the right direction, the way I see it, we should think of ways to educate its mechanics. (Denis)

Another way individuals can reason through differences is by detailing the different facets of the same problem. Also in this case, they leverage their profound knowledge to retrieve dissimilar mental representations that help differentiate the facets of the same problem.

4.5  |  Gestalt recombination as the application of associative thinking

*Gestalt recombination* is the creative operation that leverages higher-order similarities between new information, old knowledge or experiences and other forms of inspiration to explain how they combine and create interesting and new problem representations. Individuals create a Gestalt recombination when connecting different pieces of information or different interpretations through their common tie to an overarching concrete and descriptive feature, such as a common field of application (in the example below, the world of logistics):

> We could connect the increase in online requests with the packaging-free theme. Both are linked with logistics. Perhaps we could look at it from the perspective of a need to identify new forms of packaging styles to deliver the product. (Federica)

With the connection of the different pieces of information (i.e. increased online requests and packaging-free), Federica created a combination of mental representations, thus generating a new one (i.e. the need for a new form of packaging for delivery).

Another way individuals use associative thinking through Gestalt recombination is when they create a conceptual interpretation that implies associations at the abstract level, thus synonyms at the level of meaning. For example, Maria created an umbrella representation encompassing the mental representations of other team members to create a mental representation that unifies them all (i.e. decrease in the use of public transport):

> If we look at them [indicating the brainstorming post-it notes: ‘lack of trust on hygiene standards’, ‘avoid public places’, ‘increased need for organization’] from the high level, an aspect that we all mapped is the fact that there is a decrease in the use of public transport, so in my opinion this is the starting point. (Maria)

Finally, this creative operation also manifests when individuals frame the problem with a mental representation that synthesizes the concepts into an overarching summary (see Appendix, Table A2). It stems from a deep (and higher-order) understanding of the information and the personal reinterpretation of the overall picture.

> On the other hand, the theme of inspiration, both show the deeper need for having someone or something that takes care of your inner self. And this could mean tapping into issues of mental health or mental wellbeing. (Chiara)

4.6  |  Critical investigation as the application of abductive reasoning

*Critical investigation* is a creative operation pursued by individuals with an inquisitive nature. Through constant questioning or provocations for iteration, they try to collect as many cues as possible that can support or refute an implicit hypothesis—that is, a pre-existing mental representation. The investigation is highly focalized, as it searches for cues related to the mental representation that the individual is hypothesizing, delving into details to strengthen the initial hypothesis (see Appendix, Table A3). This creative operation emerges from induced iteration as individuals find cues for reflection. Indeed, participants formulated and asked provoking questions to challenge their initial mental representation.
An example is Federica who asked numerous rhetorical questions, implying she has a clear mental representation in mind (i.e. home delivery systems have hidden complications) that needs to be either supported or refuted:

Have you thought about the number of stores in Milan that have started home deliveries? How are they managing it? I think there could be some hidden complications, like there could be new costs associated with the delivery—do you know something about it? (Federica)

Critical investigation can also be achieved when individuals break their thoughts down into smaller more manageable parts. To do so, they momentarily focus on dealing in-depth with one question at a time. Indeed, they reason by engaging in a creative discussion where questions are increasingly detailed and aimed at finding robust confirmation of the initial hypothesis of the mental representation:

To fight Covid consequences, I would consider the problem of widening the range of users to areas not covered. What do you think? (Luca)

4.7 Imaginative construction as the application of abductive reasoning

Imaginative construction describes when individuals construct the whole world to help make sense of surprising and contradicting cues. They use their imagination to foresee the possible occurrence of a future problem, build a context or scenario or imagine a future change. Indeed, the workshop participants often made sense of new information by constructing a mental representation describing a whole simulated reality and the plausible problem. For example, Francesco constructed a mental representation that depicts an entire scenario in which specific people (i.e. Negozio alla Spina customers) have specific lifestyles (i.e. hectic lives) that bring about specific problems (i.e. no time for grocery shopping). He started from a simple cue (customers are families and young people) and built a whole scenario as a mental representation.

Thinking about our customers (families and young people), I imagine they are workers with hectic lives, with little time to waste, and if they do have some free time, they want to spend it in a quality way, with their friends and family. In this scenario they don’t go to the shops, so they need a weekly solution for their groceries. (Francesco)

Participants also pictured specific use cases. The construction of use cases helped them create a connection among the different building blocks of knowledge and information. Indeed, some adopted abductive reasoning and imagination to create concrete yet hypothetical use cases that helped them make sense of the information and construct a new mental representation. For instance, Claudio built a detailed use case (i.e. a user’s commute to an event) that helped him make sense of the public transport problem in Milan and allowed him to build a mental representation around the journey’s organization and destination time:

(I imagine that ...) When the user needs to go to an event, he puts the destination in the ATM (public transport) app: the trigger is the place to reach. So, he has to decide which transportation mode he prefers. He chooses the car to the closest metro station and then the metro. As he is reaching the metro station, he receives a message: “continue by car.” Maybe the problem could have something to do with the address and—more importantly—the time at which the user wants to arrive. (Claudio)

5 DISCUSSION

The results of our investigation highlight the importance of not jumping directly into the solution but framing the problem (Abdulla Alabbasi et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2016). Our investigation adds to the debate in the innovation management literature on dealing with complex problems (Magistretti, Ardito, & Messeni Petruzzelli, 2021; Pedersen et al., 2022). Past studies argue that problems must be framed to obtain a holistic perspective (Carlgen, Rauth, & Elmquist, 2016; Dell’Era et al., 2020; Magistretti, Ardito, & Messeni Petruzzelli, 2021), yet without providing a clear direction for how to do so, in other words, the process itself and the specific operations to perform. Our study contributes to this literature in two ways. First, we complement the outcome perspective of problem framing (Cornelissen & Werner, 2014; Jablokow, 2008; Kajzer & Walinga, 2017) with a preliminary understanding of the creative logics and operations underlying the creative process. Second, we add to the mostly theoretical or artificial (i.e. non-realistic problems) understanding of creative logics (e.g. Beckman, 2020; Garbuio & Lin, 2021; Gilhooly, 2016) with empirical insights on creative logics in action during problem framing.

Although scholars have studied problem framing as a black box (Langley et al., 2013) with two possible outcomes—RF or CF (Cornelissen & Werner, 2014; Jablokow, 2008; Kajzer & Walinga, 2017)—we provide insights on the creative operations leading to either RF or CF (Figure 5): (i) assumption-driven perception, (ii) metaphor activation, (iii) serendipitous detection, (iv) nuance-driven differentiation, (v) gestalt recombination, (vi) critical investigation and (vii) imaginative construction. These seven creative operations suggest the way creative logics can be used in the problem framing creative process. Coherently with the theory that individuals tend to first apply readily available mental representations (Liu & Maas, 2021), interpreting ill-defined problems with pre-existing expectations and paradigms (Dijksterhuis & Nordgren, 2006; Silk et al., 2021), we find that the creative operations more frequently led to RF. Indeed, five of the seven
creative operations were adopted to produce mental representations of the RF type (assumption-driven perception, metaphor activation, serendipitous detection, nuance-driven differentiation and critical investigation). When participants adopted the assumption-driven perception, they retrieved pre-existing mental representations from common wisdom, past experience or consolidated beliefs to frame the problem. Similarly, participants adopted metaphor activation to transfer pre-existing representations from a source to the target. With serendipitous detection, participants remembered an applicable yet pre-existing mental representation. We observed that they forced their pre-existing mental representations onto the problem to find an array of interpretations with nuanced differentiation. Finally, participants engaged in critical investigation to assess a mental representation—likely informed by past experiences or consolidated knowledge—with additional questioning and iteration.

In their study on abductive reasoning in discovery, Dunne and Dougherty (2016) call for more empirical studies on how individuals enact creative forms of reasoning—for example, abductive reasoning, analogical reasoning and associative thinking—in real life settings. Therefore, our research contributes to the creative logics and creative thinking literature (Runco, 2014) with an in-depth exploration of the way individuals enact the creative logics in problem framing. The seven creative operations provide new insights on the cognitive actions individuals undertake to engage in abductive reasoning, associative thinking, and analogical reasoning in problem framing. The findings suggest individuals use analogical reasoning through assumption-driven perception and metaphor activation (Gavetti et al., 2005) to map parallels between a source (e.g. past experiences, cases or cultures) and the target problem (i.e. ill-defined) to apply existing mental representations. We observed that participants used associative thinking through serendipitous detection and nuance-driven differentiation not only to find highly remote associations (Acar & van den Ende, 2016) but also to create detail-oriented associations with applicable mental representations. They retrieved mental representations from latent memory and deep knowledge to use them as framing references. Participants used associative thinking as gestalt recombination when they created higher-order connections that drove the creation of new mental representations in problem framing. Coherent with the inquisitive nature of abductive reasoning (Harris, 2011), individuals engage in abductive reasoning through critical investigation to assess their existing mental representations with new cues. Abductive reasoning is also known as the ‘what might be’ logic, as it builds a whole to make sense of unexplainable cues (Garbuio & Lin, 2021; Golden-Biddle, 2021). Hence, with imaginative construction, participants applied abductive reasoning as they built mental representations for a whole imaginary and plausible world.
6 | CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH AVENUES

This study contributes to the literature on problem framing (Beckman, 2020; Cornelissen & Werner, 2014) and creative thinking (Golden-Biddle, 2021; Islam et al., 2016; Simonton, 2013) by unveiling seven creative operations that support RF or CF.

The seven creative operations suggest ways in which individuals apply the creative logics of associative thinking, analogical reasoning and abductive reasoning to frame ill-defined problems. Specifically, our study suggests that five creative operations may be conducive to RF (assumption-driven perception, metaphor activation, serendipitous detection, nuance-driven differentiation and critical investigation) and two to CF (gestalt recombination, imaginative construction).

6.1 | Implications for practice

From a practitioner perspective, our study seeks to reassert the importance of problem framing in innovation to support managers struggling to make sense of problems in a complex world, guiding them in creating problem representations based on referenced or crafted frames. The seven creative operations identified provide managers and innovators with a set of concrete actions they can perform to foster creative problem framing.

Moreover, by stressing the actions at the cognitive level, our study encourages managers to be more aware of their thought processes, thereby improving their metacognitive maturity. Indeed, greater awareness of one’s and others' thought processes is fundamental for problem framing, as it improves one’s sensitivity to problems (Abdulla Alabbasi et al., 2021; Runco & Chand, 1995). Finally, our study reinforces the idea that creativity can be cultivated (Kelley & Kelley, 2013).

6.2 | Limitations

Like all studies, our work has some limitations. First, important to stress is that at the neurological level, the creative process—intended as creative cognition (Rhodes, 1961; Runco, 2004)—is the result of the interaction of two large-scale brain networks: the default network, associated with uncontrolled, spontaneous and internally projected thought (Beaty et al., 2015; Bendetowicz et al., 2018), and the executive network, associated with evaluative and goal-oriented thoughts that are dependent on external inputs (Beaty et al., 2015; Bendetowicz et al., 2018). One could argue that our study of creative logics for problem framing mainly focuses on the executive network since they are processing modalities of creativity that elaborate and evaluate information, cues and knowledge. Nevertheless, some of our creative operations may also be the result of the default network (e.g. serendipitous detection). Hence, future studies adopting a neurological lens could leverage the neurological understanding of the creative process to investigate problem framing as a result of the uncontrolled and spontaneous generation of thoughts.

Moreover, our study proposes a simplified description of the creative process in problem framing by isolating seven thinking actions in the problem framing creative process—that is, creative operations. Future studies could investigate the dynamic interaction of creative operations by identifying the different combinations of creative logics and related operations.

Concerning the methodological limitations, the qualitative nature of our study constrains the generalizability of our findings beyond this study. Hence, we call for future quantitative studies that further investigate and test our propositions.

The semi-real setting of the three innovation events in Italy cannot exclude cultural or national effects or the observation of creative logics over time. Future studies might therefore address this limitation by investigating the creative operations and logics in real-life settings to verify how individuals embedded in organizational settings leverage different information in problem framing. It would also be valuable to investigate the influence of different nationalities and cultural backgrounds on the effect of these problem framing logics and operations. Finally, future research could also examine problem framing over the timespan of different projects.
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### TABLE A1  Additional evidence of creative operations and problem representations produced during the application of analogical reasoning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creative operations</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Representative evidence for the creative operation</th>
<th>Mental representations (produced)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assumption-driven perception</td>
<td>Individuals formulate assumptions based on their knowledge reference system. They find parallels between what is described in the information and what they know from experience, common and diffused knowledge or their beliefs</td>
<td><strong>Input</strong>: Negozio alla Spina description—that is, the context (packaging-free chain store in Milan, easily reachable by public transport), the format (packaging-free, meaning that everyone can bring their own bags and boxes for food conservation), and customers (young couples and families) ‘So, by reading its description, Negozio alla Spina takes pride in being a packaging-free store. Certainly, I assume the customers who usually go there are also sensitive to the sustainability theme. So, we should rethink distribution during COVID in a way that is sustainable – for instance, no underpaid riders’ (G)</td>
<td><strong>Description</strong>: G is driven by the general understanding of the concept of packaging-free as sustainable. He projects this generalized understanding on the problem representation <strong>Representation</strong>: How to provide distribution that is perceived as sustainable by customers (from G’s general understanding)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Context</strong>: The team is framing the problem of a car sharing service during and after COVID-19</td>
<td>‘Well, especially in Milan— but I assume also in other cities—people use car sharing according to where they live. I think this is a big pain point: the map range and availability, we need more of it! Of course, I’m just assuming things, we should also see what the data says’ (M)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continues)
### Aggregate dimension: Analogical reasoning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creative operations</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Representative evidence for the creative operation</th>
<th>Mental representations (produced)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Context:</strong> The team is framing the problem of Negozio alla Spina</td>
<td><strong>Description:</strong> S believes in the importance of packaging and the brand. She leverages a comparative parallel between Negozio alla Spina and Ferrero to identify the problem. <strong>Representation:</strong> How not to lose the brand's identity while offering packaging-free items (from S's beliefs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Context:</strong> The team is framing the problem of carpooling and car sharing during COVID</td>
<td><strong>Post-it on the left</strong> ‘Group car rental—for example, dinner with people I see every day’ <strong>Post-it on the right</strong> ‘Micro-rental with trustworthy people for the weekend—for example, Netflix subscription’</td>
<td><strong>Description:</strong> The participants frame the carpooling problem by drawing analogies with other situations (i.e. during COVID you could have dinner only family and close friends, you create a Netflix subscription with other family members or friends that act as your family members). <strong>Representation:</strong> How to offer a car pooling that for groups of people that are familiar with each other (from other products)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Context:</strong> The team is framing the problem with packaging-free food</td>
<td><strong>Description:</strong> M leverages a parallel with a distant culture to interpret the problem of packaging-free food during COVID-19. <strong>Representation:</strong> How to provide a sense of hygiene and health safety to consumers of packaging-free food (from M's knowledge of the Japanese culture)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Metaphor activation**

Individuals map and compare the information from the ill-defined problem with features of another product, service or culture
### TABLE A2  Additional evidence of creative operations and problem representations produced during the application of associative thinking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creative operations</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Representative evidence for the creative operation</th>
<th>Mental representations (produced)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Serendipitous detection** | From the noisy information, individuals suddenly find unexpected associations that recall a past interpretation of the problem. It can activate from unconscious variations in the mind, and manifests as a memory that brings perspective to the problem. | **Context**: Participants are asked to work individually and think about the pain points and the societal macro-tensions that Car2Go (a car sharing company) faces during the pandemic. As they finish their individual reflections, they share their thoughts with the other participants. Sparked by the first contribution, they discuss the macro-tension of health security and hygiene and the scenario of people using the service for their daily commute.  

“I know that we are talking about health safety, but I was thinking ‘what about personal security?’: I am a woman and I live alone in Bologna ...’ (M)  

**Context**: During the solution generation phase, participants detail their multi-modal mobility solution for Milan’s public transport (ATM). In particular, they build the solution through Edoardo’s customer journey (a persona provided by the facilitator). The facilitator starts the conversation:  

‘Edoardo is a sales agent. I guess he is coming to Milan, maybe he has a meeting with a client. At the start of the journey, he has to plan for the trip’  

‘Yes. And the weather! [pause] Edoardo makes an assessment of the situation in Milan; for example, he considers the information related to the weather [pause]. Because I move a lot in Milan with a moped, bike, car... and the choice of vehicle also depends on the weather’ (B)  

**Description**: Although the group is framing the problem under the lens of health safety. M. bursts in the conversation with a sudden recall of her own interpretation due to her own experience (i.e. personal security)  

**Representation**: How to provide a sense of personal security (from M’s personal need) |
| **Nuance-driven differentiation** | The individual identifies the dissimilarities or nuances that hide behind the analysed information by connecting the cues with the depth of his/her/their own knowledge. The individual forces a set of underlying dissimilar interpretations. | **Context**: The team is discussing the problem of remote work. They are focusing on the issue of managing geographical distance and boundaries from the perspective of the availability and intermediation of digital services.  

‘When it comes to working with ‘geographical boundaries’ the core issue is around ‘trust’ rather than the intermediation of digital services. Because no matter where you are, the quality of your work shouldn’t change. In fact, having digital services in the workplace available everywhere reduces...’  

**Description**: R pivots from the problem of digital services intermediation to a connected problem: building trust. She believes that building trust is the true core of the problem.  

**Representation**: How to build trust in the workplace while being geographically distant (from R’s knowledge depth) |
**TABLE A2** (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aggregate dimension: Associative thinking</th>
<th>Representative evidence for the creative operation</th>
<th>Mental representations (produced)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creative operations</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Needs for search of new occupation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the geographical boundaries, and therefore it all boils down to the trust relationship with the leader (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gestalt recombination</td>
<td>Individuals draw higher-order associations between different information, knowledge inputs and interpretations</td>
<td>Description: L splits the initial problem of job search into three facets. She applies her nuanced understanding of the motivations for a new occupation to find the three problem representations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Description: L splits the initial problem of job search into three facets. She applies her nuanced understanding of the motivations for a new occupation to find the three problem representations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Representation: How to build finding a new job that suits personal interests vs. how to find a new job that suits economic interests vs. how to find a new job that suits commuting needs (from L’s deep understanding of motivations)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Representation: How to build finding a new job that suits personal interests vs. how to find a new job that suits economic interests vs. how to find a new job that suits commuting needs (from L’s deep understanding of motivations)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Context: The team is discussing carpooling, they have just gone through a brainwriting session. Some of the post-it notes (cluster on the right) read ‘security’, ‘trip sharing with a restricted number of contacts’, ‘pre-defined groups for trips’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Description: M creates an umbrella representation that encompasses the representations of the other team members</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Representation: How to create secure communities for pre-set trips (from M’s association of team representations)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Description: M creates an umbrella representation that encompasses the representations of the other team members</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Representation: How to create secure communities for pre-set trips (from M’s association of team representations)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Context: The team is discussing carpooling. They have just gone through a brainwriting session. Some of the post-it notes (cluster on the right) read ‘booking cars for an entire hour’, ‘real-time sharing of scheduled trip’ and ‘synchronized calendar’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Description: L creates an umbrella representation that encompasses the representations of the other team members</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Representation: How to create a shared car rental booking (from M’s association of team representations)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Representation: How to create a shared car rental booking (from M’s association of team representations)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate dimension: Abductive reasoning</td>
<td>Creative operations</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical investigation</td>
<td>Individuals inform their interpretation by adopting an inquisitive nature aimed at assessing some preliminary hypotheses by capturing as many cues as possible. They proceed through (rhetorical) in-depth questions and iterations.</td>
<td><strong>Context:</strong> The team discusses the home delivery system of retails. ‘Have you thought about the number of stores in Milan that have started home deliveries? How are they managing it? I think there could be some hidden complications, like there could be new costs associated with the delivery—Do you know something about it?’ (F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaginative construction</td>
<td>Individuals imagine a whole new world that allows making sense of the cues, thus determining the potential or eventual occurrence of a fact that could be a scenario, future change or occurrence of issues.</td>
<td><strong>Context:</strong> The team is discussing the future of HR and how it will evolve in 10 years. ‘I imagine that in the future 2030 AI will replace humans in doing all those boring tasks that have nothing to do with “human resources”, but much to do with the company's bureaucracy. There are some hints about it already. Maybe once HR gets rid of these boring activities not related to the care of HUMAN resources, HR will have more time to</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continues)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creative operations</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Representative evidence for the creative operation</th>
<th>Mental representations (produced)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|                     |             | personally follow employees and support their growth, give advice, create an ad hoc training course (E) | Description: C creates a story of future leaders starting from singular keywords  
Representative: How the future leader becomes more of a mentor than a manager (from C's creation of a story) |

**Context:**  
C builds a story from the words 'awareness', 'inspiration', 'guidance', 'monitoring' and 'trust'. The story is built to define what the future of the leader and the work environment will be.